Dakar, August 13th 2014
TO THE GENERAL SECRETARY
OF THE UNITED NATION
NEW YORK USA

Subject: Appearance Ebola virus in West Africa

HIS EXCELLENCY,
As you may have noticed lately, the West Africa, through more than six months, feels a real psychosis
with the emergence of Ebola virus in some of its member countries.
This disease, which virus was discovered in 1976, has recorded, according many experts, more than
1,000 deaths. The majority of these are paradoxically in the West African region, an area so far
spared by the disease. Furthermore this region is characterized by significant progress in terms of
integration, the presence on its soil of fundamentalist movements and culture oriented towards
emigration.
Our firm GMCCONSEILS, www.gmcconseils.com, true to its pan-African convictions, has done much
speculation about the relevance of the strong showing of such a virus in Africa, in a geopolitical
context marked by a pronounced competition of International Powers in a continent considered by
many experts as a potentially emerging region in the coming years.
The Ebola virus appears in an environment marked by an upsurge of violence consecutive to Arab
Spring environment, the shortness of Western military interventions inside strategies against
terrorism and by increasingly dramas in illegal emigration towards Europe. We mention that the virus
was discovered in Guinea at a moment of full preparation of the Africa USA summit on which great
hopes were placed by our Continent.
Today, the large international communication done around EBOLA has significantly tarnished the
image of our continent in the world, with three potential geopolitical risks to manage in short-term:
(i) a decline in tourism and a questioning of decision of Foreign Direct Investment which could reduce
growth and bring several international experts to question the concept of a potentially emerging

Africa, (ii) a decline in sub regional integration policies (iii) a strengthening of western migration
policies
The context in which the virus was discovered, the magnitude of observed deaths as well as the
potential impact of the disease on the development of our continent, bring our firm to question
the possible existence of a strategy of destabilization of our Continent.
Therefore, we have hereby ask kindly to you, as joint Organization of Humanity, to open an
international investigation that could show potential external and internal responsibilities related to
the introduction of Ebola in the West African .
Yours Faithfully

